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A dual space fractional power theory is developed which follows naturally from 
the Frechet space fractional power theory considered by S. E. Schiavone (Proc. 
Roy. Sot. Edinburgh Sect. A. 112 (1989) 237-247). Properties of such dual space 
fractional powers are derived. In addition, an application to the Riesz fractional 
integral associated with the three (space)-dimensional wave equation facilitates 
the solution of a generalised Cauchy problem. Conditions are established for the 
existence of a weak solution to this problem. 6 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S], a fractional power theory was developed, for certain operators 
defined on a Frtchet space X, which extended the earlier work of 
Balakrishnan [l] and Lamb [S] by enabling a larger class of operators to 
be considered. Applications were made to Riesz type fractional integrals in 
[S] and, in [9], the more difficult case of the Riesz fractional integral 
associated with the three-dimensional wave operator, 0, was considered. 
In all cases, the theory was used to express fractional integrals (and 
derivatives) as fractional powers so that various properties of the 
operators, such as the index law A”AB = Aa + p for all ~1, fl E 6, were 
obtained in a particularly elegant way. 
The main application of this approach to fractional calculus lies in the 
solution of differential equations. Indeed, the properties possessed by frac- 
tional powers coincide to a large extent with those required in the solution 
of differential equations by Riesz’ method [6]. Riesz’ method has been 
widely used, particularly in connection with Poisson’s equation [12, 
p. 117; 133, the wave equation [2], and equations of electromagnetism [3] 
and quantum mechanics [4]. However, attention has been focussed on a 
classical setting despite the natural attractions of a distributional approach. 
As a specific example we can cite the case of an electric field due to a single 
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electron [3] where the nature of the discontinuities involved suggests a 
model in terms of the Dirac delta. More generally, a distributional setting 
yields a generalised solution if no classical solution exists and yet does not 
lose any existing classical solution. 
The set of all m-dimensional multi-indices is denoted by Nr = 
N,x N,x ... x FYI,, and, for all s=(s,,sz ,..., s,)EN(;;, 
(ay)(x) = (as,’ ay ‘. . azq5)(x), x = (x,, x2, . ..) x,) E R”, 
where ai = 8/axj. Throughout, X is used to denote a Frtchet space with 
dual X’. The space X has topology generated by the countable multinorm 
S = { yk} PC 0 or some other countable multinorm generating an equivalent 
topology. Seminorms from equivalent topologies will be denoted by sym- 
bols such as pk or vk. The value assigned to x E A’ by f E X’ is represented 
by (f, x) so that the Frechet space adjoint of an operator A, denote by A’, 
is defined by (A% x) = (f, Ax). 
Using the adjoint operator approach of [S], the fractional power theory 
of [S] can be extended to the dual space x’. Moreover, when X is a space 
of test functions, as in our application, X’ is a space of generalised 
functions. 
2. FRACTIONAL POWERS OF OPERATORS DEFINED ON X' 
In [S], it was established that fractional powers (-A)” could be 
obtained for an operator A belonging to either of the fractional power 
classes P,(X) or Q,(X), 0, r E (0,2). These classes are modified versions of 
P(X) [S] and were derived by weakening conditions on the resolvent 
operator of A, that is, R(l; A), for small or large values of A, respectively. 
In fact A E P,(X) if and only if A-’ E Q,(X). For brevity, we will omit all 
details for Q,(X) but remark that the procedures used here for P,(X) may 
be readily applied to Q*(X); see [7]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The class P,(X) consists of all continuous linear 
operators A : X -+ X satisfying 
(0, CQ)‘P(A) (where p(A) denotes the resolvent set of A); (2.1) 
Y,ACC(E) Wk A)IN4) G~/c(d), V~EX,A>E,~~~NEN (2.2) 
and 
y/M4 AM) <f(A) v,(l), VdEX AE(O, 11, (2.3) 
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where E < 1 is an arbitrarily small positive constant; C(E) is a positive 
constant independent of A, 4, and N; and f is a non-negative function 
satisfying 
i 
I 
%“f( 1,) d2 < co. 
0 
(2.4) 
For A E P,(X), fractional powers ( --A)%$ may be defined for Re c( > o 
and qS E X using 
1 
-sin(zna)/n [a Aae31i(A; A) Ad dJ. 
0 
(-A)“# = -sin(rca/2)Ad - cos(rc~1/2) A2d, odReu<3, (2.5) 
(-A)“-( -A)NQI, NEfV,d+N<Rea<N+3. 
Moreover, provided A-’ EL(X), (2.5) can be extended into the region 
Recr<a by 
(-A)“~=(-A)“+N(-A-l)N~=(-A~l)N(-A)”+N~, 
where (2.6) is independent of NE N satisfying Re CI + N >/ B. 
(2.6) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A E P,(X) have an inverse A-’ E L(X) and let (-A)” 
be defined by (2.5) for Re a 2 CJ and extended by (2.6) to all u E @. Then 
(i) (-A)Of$=& VqSEX; 
(ii) (-A)” is a homeomorphism of X onto X with inverse 
[(-A)“]-‘=(-A)-“; 
(iii) ( -A)“4 is a strongly analytic X-ualued function of a E @ for any 
fixed 4 E X; 
(iv) (-A)a(-A)B=(--A)a+B, Vcc,fl~@; 
(v) ( -A)” is equal to the Nth iterate of -A when a = NE N and is 
equal to the Nth iterate of ( -A)- ’ when a = -N. 
Proof: [8]. 
In order to extend the fractional power results to X’ we introduce the 
following class. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The operator A’ belongs to the class go’,(X) if it is the 
adjoint of A E P,(X). 
By standard properties of adjoint operators, A’ E L(X’) since A E L(X). 
For A’ EP~(X’), the appropriate fractional power definitions are (2.5) and 
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(2.6) with A and 4 E X replaced by A’ and f~ X’. However, convergence of 
the integrals involved is now with respect o the weak* topology of X’. In 
a manner similar to that used in [S] it can be proved that (-A’)’ is the 
adjoint of (-A)” defined by (2.5) and (2.6) and, hence, by Theorem 2.2 we 
deduce the fractional power theory on X’. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A E P,(X) have an inverse A - I E L(X) and let ( -A’)’ 
be defined by the appropriate modijications of (2.5) and (2.6). Then 
(i) (-A’)“f=.f, V~EX’; 
(ii) (-A’)’ is a homeomorphism of x’ onto X’ with inverse 
[(-A’)“] -’ = (-A’)-“; 
(iii) (-A’)“f is a weak* entire X’-valued function of a E @ for any 
fixed f E x' ; 
(iv) (-A’)“(-A’)“=(-A’)“+“, VCY, BE@; 
(v) (-A’)’ is equal to the Nth iterate of -A when u = NE N and is 
equal to the Nth iterate of ( -A) -~ ’ when c1= -N. 
3. A DISTRIBUTIONAL CAUCHY PROBLEM 
Consider the following classical half-space Cauchy problem for the 
three-dimensional wave operator 0 = a2/at2 - xi’= i d*/axf. 
0 ‘Hx; t) = Il(x; t), XER3, t>o, (3.1) 
‘Mx; 0) = ‘ho(x), XER3, (3.2) 
mm; 0) = bw, XER3. (3.3) 
This can be solved by Riesz’ method [2, pp. 12&124-J, which gives 
Kirchhors solution. In the test function space setting of [9] properties of 
the Riesz fractional integral associated with (3.1)-(3.3) can be obtained via 
fractional powers of the retarded potential and, again, Riesz’ method may 
be used. Here, the aim is to formulate and solve a corresponding distribu- 
tional problem. Distributional versions of the Riesz fractional integrals of 
[9] are obtained using the dual space fractional power theory of Section 2. 
The approach is analogous to that used in [lo] to solve an initial value 
problem for the generalised one-dimensional wave equation although there 
a product fractional power theory, based on P(X), was used. 
We require some definitions and preliminary results. Spaces appropriate 
for this problem are the test function spaces D,,#Rm), m = 4, introduced in 
[S] and the corresponding dual spaces of generalised functions which are 
denoted by O;JlR4). In fact, D;,r can be shown to be spaces of distribu- 
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tions in the sense of Schwartz [ll]. We also require the underlying 
weighted Banach spaces L,,,( R4) and L,, -,(R4) but assume familiarity 
with the Banach spaces LP(W) and the Schwartz spaces DLp([Wm) [ 11, 
p. 1993 together with their duals LY([Wm) and Z&(R”‘). Throughout, p and 
q are real numbers, assumed to lie in (1, co) and related by l/p + l/q = 1. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For p E [w, x E lR3, and t E [w, 
(i) (E-,$)(x; t) = e-+4(x; t); 
(ii) L,,,(R4)= {c$: E_,c#JEL~([W~)) and is equipped with the norm 
II IIp.p where II4II,,, = IIE-p411p and 11 IJP denotes the usual Lp norm; 
(iii) D,,,(R4)= (4: E_,~~ED,(IW~)} and is equipped with the 
topology generated by the countable multinorm S= {v,P.~, s E lYi>, where 
v?“(4) = IlW-,4)ll,~ 
It follows from Holder’s inequality that $ E L,, Pfl( lR4) generates a regular 
functional in Db,,(rW4) via 
<$, 4) = jR4 $4~; t) 4(x; t) dx & 4 E &lt~4). 
Now suppose T is a classical operator mapping L,, PP( lR4) into L,, -.( [w4) 
and has a formal adjoint T’ mapping L,,,([w4) into LP+(lR4). Then we can 
define a distributional extension of T, denoted by T, by requiring that 
%j = Kso that, for 4 E D,,,(rW4) 
(%O=(~~>=Gi,T’tO. (3.4) 
The relation (3.4) is extended to all distributions f~ Db,,(R”) on replacing 
rj by J Thus, we can form distributional versions of various classical 
operators. For example, for p = v, 
C&f, 4) = <.A E,,4h 4 E Du(R4); (3.5) 
@f,~>=t-w<f,w, 4~~p,,t~4),.=wj; (3.6) 
and 
mA>= CL q #>, 4 E qL,(~4). (3.7) 
In particular, we are interested in obtaining a distributional version of 
the Riesz fractional integral Z2” defined, for Re a > 1, by 
z2*qqx; t)= [22m-‘nr(cc)r(a- 1)1-l 
X 
s 
R”-‘$(k; .t.) dg dz, ~EW,TER, (3.8) 
UP) 
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where 
R = (t - z)’ - Ix - 51’ (3.9) 
and 
J’(P)={(g;r):R>O,z<t}. (3.10) 
In view of (3.4) it is necessary to consider the formal adjoint of Z2’, which 
we denote by K2” and which is defined, for Re CI > 1, by (3.8) with V(P) 
replaced by V’(P) = ((5; r): R > 0, t > t}. Properties of (3.8) on D,,,(Iw4), 
p > 0, were obtained in [9] via fractional powers of the retarded potential. 
In an entirely analogous way, results can be obtained for K2” on D,,,([w4) 
for ,U < 0 and we summarise the relevant information. 
LEMMA 3.2. The retarded potential U2, defined by 
02d(x; t) = (4~)~’ jR3 4(5; t - r)/r 4 
and its adjoint [ld2, deJined by 
W’b(x; t) = (4x)-’ jR3 4(5; t+ r)/r 4, 
where r = Ix - (1, are homeomorphisms of D,,(Iw4) onto D,,,([w4) for p > 0 
and p < 0, respectively. The inverses are ( 02) - ’ = 0 and ( W2) -’ = q . 
Proof: For O2 the proof is in [9] and the proof for K2 is similar. 
In [9], it was established that - O2 E P,(D,,,(Iw4)) for p >O and any 
CT > $. Fractional pow&s ( U2)’ were formed for all a E @ and were shown to 
coincide with (3.8) whenever the latter is defined. Similarly, it can be shown 
that -K2 E P, (D,,,(Iw*)) for ,U ~0 and any 0 > i and that fractional 
powers (W2)z coincide with K’“. 
Since (T’f, 4) = (f; W’d), f or all 4 E D,,([w4), we deduce from Detini- 
tion 2.3 that - I* E~~(D;,~). Moreover, we have the following results. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let p < 0. Then 
(i) l”f=J VIE Db,,(lW4); 
(ii) I% is a homeomorphism of DK,(IW4) onto DLJiw4) for all a E @ 
with inverse (I”)-’ = m ‘; 
(iii) I= is a weak* analytic function of a E @; 
(iv) I I zip =Z =, Va, BEC; 
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(v) IF’ IS equal to the Nth iterate of g2 when a = NE N and is equal 
to the Nth iterate of I? when c( = -N. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 2.4 since, for f E Db,,(R4), 
4 E D,,,GQ4), and P < 0, 
for all 01 E@, where, for Re tl< 1, the fractional integrals are interpreted as 
the appropriate analytic continuation of the usual integral formula. 
The distributional formulation of (3.1 k(3.3) requires a definition of the 
direct product in DJ”“) which is obtained from the more general result 
proved in [lo]. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let f(x) E D’JR3) and g(t) E Db,,(R3). Then the direct 
product f(x) @ g(t), defined by 
<f(x)@ g(t), w t)> = (f(x), <s(t), 0(x; t)> >, 0 E qL,(~4)> (3.11) 
is in DbJR”). Moreover, 
(9 f(x) x g(t) = g(t) OS(x); 
(ii) Qf(x)@g(t))= (&f(x))@g(t), vr~ Ni; 
(iii) ;?:(f(x)og(t))=f(x)O(~sg(t)),VsE~o. 
By Lemma 3.4, for uO, u1 EP,.,(~W~) and f~&(iR~), the following 
distributional formulation of (3.1)-( 3.3) is well-defined in I);,,( lR4). 
Bu=f(x; t)+UO(X)O6’(t)+Ul(X)@6(t), (3.12) 
where d(t) and S’(t) denote the Dirac delta and its derivative with supports 
concentrated on t = 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let uO, u, E D>p(R3) and let f~ Do,, with p < 0. Then 
(3.12) has a unique solution, u E Db,,(R4), given by 
u=12f+ VOho+ v%,, 
where Vc’)u,=ii2(u,(x)@6(t)) and V(“~uo=82(~o(~)~6’(t)). 
Proof The solution arises on applying iT2 to each side of (3.12) since 
B -1 =p. 
To obtain a weak solution to (3.12) we require some additional results. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let q(x; r) = H(t) q +(x; t), where H is the Heaviside func- 
tion and u + E Lq( W”). If f= q, then a2f is the regular generalised function 
Fq. 
Proof. Since q E L, P,(R4) and s2 is the extension of II2 from L,, ._,(R4) 
to DbJR”), the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.7. The operator G, dqfined by 
(G~,)(x;r)=(H(t)!4nt)js:,~--;,=.~~,(5)dS (3.13) 
is a continuous linear mapping from Lq(R3) into L, -,(R3) for p < 0. 
Proof. Consider lePf(G$i)(x; t)l, where the integral is expressed in 
terms of the spherical polar coordinates 5 =x + Lt with L = (sin o! cos fi, 
sin a sin /I, cos a). Then 
Ie”‘(Grl/,)(x; t)] = (eF’H(t)t)/4n 1:” ji Ii/,(x + Lt) sin a da d/II 
d (e”‘H(t)t/47c) 1:’ j: sin a da d/l)“’ 
l/Y 
X sina III,l(x+Lt)lYdad/? , 
on applying Holder’s inequality. Hence, 
s lep’(Gt,hl)(x; t)lq dx dt R4 
sin a I$l(x + Lt)lq da d/l dx dt. 
Inverting the order of integration, which is justified by Fubini’s theorem, 
and making the substitution 11 =x + Lt, we find 
JR4 le“‘(GII/,)(x; ~)(~dxdt~J* eq”‘tqdt ~~tjl~~~ 
0 
=(~(4+lM-qPLq+‘) ll4M~~~~~ 
-=c 00. 
which completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let $I E Lq(R3) and let u1 =sl. Then V(‘)ql is a regular 
generalised function in Db,J R4) given by CT,. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.7, G+, EL, -,(R4), so that G$, generates a regular 
generalised function in Db,,( R4). Moreover, for C$ ED,,( R4), 
WL 4) = <~‘oL(x)@w)), 4(x; t)> 
= s [w, $1(x) W”~(X; 0) dx, 
by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, 
Nk Ix-5lYlx-51 JS)dx 
Il/~(x) 4K; Ix - 51 )/lx - 51 dx 
> 
6 
$,(~+Lt)((&~)rsinImdcxdfl)d~ 
on transforming to spherical polar coordinates x = 5 + Lt with 
L = (sin a cos fl, sin a sin /?, cos a). Thus, 
X 11/1(k+Lt)72sinadadj 
as required, where the inversions in order of integration are justified by 
Fubini’s theorem. This completes the proof. 
Similar to Lemma 3.8, we require conditions on uO such that V’“‘~o is a 
regular generalised function in DbJR4). However, here the situation is 
more complicated. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let aitio E Lq(R3) for i= 1,2, 3 and let uO = 3,. Then 
V(“)$o is a regular generalised function in DbJlR”) given by a,GTo. 
Proof: For a,lCIo~ Lq(R3), proceeding as in Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 
one readily shows that a,G+,(x; t) = t-‘Gil/,(x; t) + G@(x; t), where 
CD = V$o. L with L as in Lemma 3.8, is a regular generalised function. 
Moreover, for 4 E DpJ R4), 
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< ~(“voY 4> = O’t$o(x, 0 s’(t)), 4(x; I) > 
= <30(x, 0 s’(f), W’b(x; t) > 
= <Web, @s(t)), ~2m4; t)>, 
= <50(x)@W,, ~‘(-G(x; t))>, 
= (%@o, 4>, 
= (a,~,~ 4). 
by Lemma 3.4, 
by Lemma 3.2, 
by Lemma 3.8, 
From Lemmas 3.7-3.9, we obtain the following sufficient conditions for 
u to be a weak solution of (3.1 t(3.3). 
THEOREM 3.10. Let f = q, u, = I$,, and u. = qo, where q, 11/, , and tie are 
defined as in Lemmas 3.7-3.9. Then I), the weak solution of (3.1)-(3.3), is 
given by Kirchhoff’s formula 
t4x; 2) = U2rl)(x; t) + (W,)(x; 2) + (a,Wo)(x; t), (x; t) E R4. 
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